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Energy conversion and storage devices as proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) or Li-ion batteries
(LIB) are complex electrochemical cells composed of an electrolyte sandwiched by two electrodes. The lay-
ered geometry allows ion fluxes through the electrolyte from one electrode to another. Ions also diffuse inside
the porous structures of conductive layers (e.g. catalytic layers in PEMFC, positive/negative mcirostructured
electrodes in LIB) where electrochemical reactions take place (oxygen reduction in a fuel cell and conver-
sion/intercalation reaction in a LIB cathode, typically). While the fuel cell converts the chemical energy into
electrical current by using a continuous flux of reactants, the battery stores the chemical energy in the host
structures, with ions shuttling back and fort during charges/discharges cycles along the battery lifetime. In
both energy devices, understanding the basic working and degradation mechanisms across an extended range
of lentgh and time scales is key to optimize performance and durability.
Neutron techniques are beneficial to non-destructively study the bulk properties of active material and/or
individual components, as well as their interfaces, and also monitor the dynamics in the operating/cycling
systems. The so-called operando experiments are enabling to measure a quantity of interest and its transfor-
mations/evolutions during PEMFC or LIB function –for instance, host material structures & nanostructures,
species states and distribution, etc [1]. These quantities can be measured in representative conditions using
custom operando cells, or even commercial cells in some cases, in fresh and also in aged systems, hence en-
abling to understand the origins of performance loss.
In this talk we will emphasize recent developments of neutron imaging and microbeam small angle scattering
methods that are employed, including correlatively, to study water management in PEMFC [2,3] and lithiation
heterogeneities in LIBs [4]. We will also show the advances in multi-resolution QENS to uncover the charac-
teristics of ion mobility in polymer systems capable to conduct protons, hydroxides, hydrides or lithium ions
[5,6].
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